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This study investigates the integration of online technology by English language learners, especially those done in autonomous language learning. To be more specific, this study aims to discover how systematic is students’ strategies in online autonomous language learning and the supports they expect from the educational institutions and teachers/lecturers in terms of conducting effective online autonomous learning. This study mainly employs a survey design which is supported by an interview. The population of the study was the undergraduate students of English Language Education Department in a private university in Malang, East Java, Indonesia. The findings suggest that learners were less systematic in their strategy use when conducting autonomous language learning. They showed lack of long term goal setting and reported difficulty in evaluation, and mostly resort to short term planning, resource finding and execution of learning. For the reasons, avoidance of classroom-like feeling and not knowing how to evaluate was repeatedly noted. Further, they also reported high expectations of teachers and institutions’ support and assistance in conducting autonomous language learning. The current study and some previous studies in the area have noted that learners tend to consider goal setting and evaluation as teachers’ areas, influenced by the fixed curriculum imposed in schools and universities. As such, some flexibility in curriculum enactment and stronger intervention by teachers and institutions to support learners’ autonomy are proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

High autonomy has been acknowledged as one of the features of successful language learners (Benson, 2013; Inayati, 2015; Wong & Nunan, 2011). Autonomous language learning is an approach to language learning which focuses on the learners’ independence to discover their learning styles and actively find and engage rich language resources outside the formal class. Inayati (2015) defines autonomy as the learners’ independence to explore the techniques and learning resources that suit them the most, without formal instruction from the teachers, in order to gain maximum learning outcome. She also acknowledges that autonomy is highly effective to be applied in first-year university learners since it allows learners to arrange their learning activities to facilitate better achievement of the learning goals.
In practice, autonomy in language learning comes in six different approaches. All of which contribute to the development of autonomy Benson (2006). First, the resource-based approach is practically used to direct learners to choose their learning method and to search the most appropriate resources for themselves. Second, the teacher-based approach aims to promote teachers’ awareness towards the implementation of autonomous language learning. Here, the teachers’ proficiency highly contributes to the learners’ success in autonomous language learning. Third, the learner-based approach focuses more on the development of learners’ independence in the learning process. The major purpose of this approach is to assist learners in promoting their language learning quality. Fourth, the classroom-based approach gives more freedom for the learners to choose their resources as long as it is still under the primary topic. For the assessment, learners can do self-assessment by answering some exercises and deciding their homework activity. Fifth, the curriculum-based aims to adjust the curriculum by inserting autonomous language learning principles. Finally, the technology-based approach tends to focus on the utilization of technological advancement for autonomous language learning purposes. The technology-based approach is believed to greatly contribute to the development of autonomous learning due to its rapid advancement.

Technology for Autonomous Language Learning

Along with the technology advancement, autonomy in language teaching and learning sees technology as the major aspect of its application. It is proven by the research result of autonomous language learning implementation which indicates that learners are highly dependent on the technology and they were also aware that technology assists them to achieve their learning goals by providing various types of sources (Inayati, 2014, 2016). In line with this, Bravo et al (2017) agree that the enhancement of autonomous language learning goes hand in hand with technology advancement. In support of this, Benson (2006) suggests three main areas on how technology supports autonomous learning, which encompasses allowing the learners to be ‘the leader’ of their own learning process, providing the learners with wide resources’ and access, and assisting the learners in utilizing the resources maximally in accordance with the target language. Besides, Karakas & Kartal (2020) discusses one of the ways to engage technology with autonomous language learning by utilizing mobile applications. Specifically, they mention mobile applications often used for autonomous language learning practice: YouTube, I-tunes, TED, and Duolingo. Further, they suggest that educators and learners need to comprehend the strategies of autonomous language learning to maximize mobile applications’ use to achieve the target language.

Other examples related to the use of mobile applications used for autonomous language learning were proposed by Forsythe (2013) who used Mixer, Skype, Livemocha, Second Life, among others, to promote the learners’ communication skills in the English language. Those sites are used to engage foreign learners with native speakers so that they can learn from the ‘actual sources’. Besides, Warschauer & Liaw (2011) discuss other technology implementation in autonomous language learning using digital media such as blogs and Live Ink to enhance learners’ reading and writing skills. Blogs give learners opportunity to improve their writing skill by allowing them to write and publish their own written texts easier. Meanwhile, the Live Ink program helps learners develop their reading skills by providing cascading text format to make the learners easier to comprehend and interpret the meaning of the text. Technology aside, the way learners utilize those technologies to assist their language learning in autonomous learning contexts are highly important to discuss.

Strategies for Online Autonomous Learning

Learning strategies is a crucial component of language learning. Language learning strategy is a series of activities that are conducted by learners to attain their learning goals (Chang & Liu, 2013; Hardan, 2013). Zakaria et al (2017) added that language learning strategies are assorted options utilized by learners to familiarize themselves with their learning. Complementing the explanation, Nguyen & Terry (2017) claimed that personal distinction, contexts, and environment are some of the factors which affect the choice of language learning strategy. There is no specific sequence regarding the preference of strategy use. This point was justified by Cetinave & Kartal (2014) who investigated the first-years language teacher trainee in Turkish learners of a foreign language encompassing English, German, and French language teaching department, and found that the highest preference of learning strategies in their study was occupied by the use of movies and online chat, meanwhile the grammar book and test occupied the lowest preference. On the other hand, another research by Ahmadzadeh & Zabardast (2014) who studied the third-year university students in Selcuk University and Hacettepe University, Turkey indicated different trend. They found that the highest learners' preference of learning strategies was by doing exercises of grammar, translation, and words, and also by grouping and comparing activities, while the lowest preference was mechanic memory. From these two different results, we can see that the preferred strategies in autonomous language learning cannot be generalized. Thus, referring to Nguyen & Terry’s (2017) statement, strategies are highly dynamic and depend on the learners' needs and the circumstances.

The strategy of autonomous language learning described in this study is largely based on Benson’s (2013) idea that describes autonomy as the ‘learning in which the learners themselves determine the objectives, progress, and evaluation of learning’. In practice, there are various forms of autonomy. According to Benson (2006), there are five autonomous learning strategies emerging within the language learning field. First, self-access is a strategy which provides an authentic learning facility to fulfill learners’ needs to promote
their autonomous learning. Several learning media support self-access strategy, such those encompassing audio, video and computer workstations, audiotapes, videotapes and DVDs, computer software and print materials, as well as internet or satellite. Second, distance learning is a strategy belonging to learners' who do not prefer to study in a classroom environment. The major reason for the community's high interest towards distance learning is caused by the flexibility in its application and the availability of less pressure environment. Third, tandem learning utilizes human-resources maximally by using communication as the key to this strategy. Tandem learning is learners' mutual cooperation done by conducting actual communication with other learners from different mother tongues to achieve their target language (Benson, 2013; Karjalainen et al., 2013). Karjalainen et al (2013) also adds that the formality level of tandem learning highly depends on several aspects such as age, learners' capability of autonomous learning, learning purpose, and its design. To be more detailed, the least formal version of tandem learning is the educators providing partners for the learners so they arrange their learning process; meanwhile, the most formal version is the educators being involved in each aspect of the learning process. Fourth, out of class learning strategy focused on the learners' initiation to conduct activities beyond formal education which still promote their language skill development. Out of class learning is not necessarily designed for education purposes, but learners conduct activities that contribute to enhance their language competence. Lastly, self-instruction requires a high autonomy level since its principle is that the learners need to discover their resources and ability to maintain their language learning process.

The strategies of autonomous language learning are growing rapidly due to technological advancement. This fact contributes to the further improvement of CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning), specifically defining the autonomous language learning that maximally utilizes the technologies. Benson (2013) defines CALL as a term to indicate the use of computer software that were created or adjusted explicitly for language learning purposes. Benson also acknowledges that CALL, which in this case fall into the technology-based approach, facilitates the growth of other autonomous language learning approaches. Furthermore, Benson (2013) also mentions several extension terms which still fall under the umbrella of CALL, those terms are CMCL (Computer-Mediated Communication for Language Learning) and MALL (Mobile Language Learning). According to Mutlu & Eröz-Tuğa (2013), Computer-Mediated Communication has two different synchronous and asynchronous types. Synchronous communication requires the participants to do direct communication (Skype and Zoom), meanwhile asynchronous communication principled that direct communication is not necessary (email, blog, message board). Mobile language learning focused on the utilization of smartphones in technology-based learning. According to Demouy et al. (2015), most learners' preferred language learning activity is listening and watching videos that can be conducted by utilizing handheld mobile devices. Moreover, they added that, despite listening and watching videos, learners can also promote their grammar, reading, and writing skills accessible in mobile devices.

Several current studies have lent support on the relative effectiveness of how technology has facilitated autonomous language learning. Hsieh & Hsieh (2019) examine the relationship between learners' autonomous language learning behavior and the usage of Self-Access Center resources as well as the activities within it. The result shows that SAC use and autonomous language learning behavior are highly related and indicate that learners with better autonomous language learning behavior can utilize SAC maximally. Furthermore, another research by Fu & Wang (2020) investigates the use of Wechat platform to enhance college students' autonomous learning. They claimed that there are some strategies emerging during the implementation of Wechat to promote learners' autonomous learning which are the instructional design, teaching model, inquiry and collaboration-based learners' autonomy, as well as the monitoring and feedback. Finally, Wahyuningsih et al. (2020) analyze the learners' impression towards the use of Edmodo to assist autonomous learning. The finding shows that learners gave positive responses towards the implementation of Edmodo for their autonomy such as convenient access and its high assistance for their English language learning.

One of the most current sub-division of CALL in English Language teaching and learning was suggested by Sockett (2014) who proposed the term Online Informal Learning of English (OILE). OILE was described as informal and autonomous learning of English occurring mostly through online entertainment-based activities that young people commonly do in their daily lives. This exposure to online forms of English, which main aims could either be for learning or pure entertainment, serves as a support in naturalistic acquisition of the language. The autonomous learning activities that Hyland (2004) and Benson (2013) had previously categorized as out-of-class language learning, when conducted online they can now be referred to as OILE activities, and those types of autonomous learning are the focus in the current study.

Considering the rich availability of literature on the topic of autonomous learning, very limited focus was given on the learners' strategies in conducting online informal learning of English, thus the focus of the current study. To be more specific, this study aims to analyze how systematic English language learners’ strategies are in conducting online and informal autonomous learning, and to identify their specific expectations in terms of the supports from their educational institutions. Understanding both issues are important as they shed some lights on how language educational institutions may better facilitate the student learning by enhancing and supporting their autonomous initiative.
METHODS

This study mainly utilizes survey design with the support of interview for data triangulation purposes. Survey was chosen as the main design due to its features which facilitate effective data gathering about certain characteristics of a given population (Ary et al., 2010; Creswell, 2012). Such design is deemed suitable with the aims of the current study, which are to investigate the strategies of students’ online autonomous language learning and to examine students’ expectations with regards to institutional supports for conducting autonomous learning. Cross-sectional survey was used utilizing online survey platform for practicality reasons because, as suggested by Fink (2013), such design allows data gathering to involve a big number of population spread over wide geographical areas. To crosscheck the validity of the obtained data, semi-structured interview was conducted. The interview used focus group discussion format done in small batches (two to three students) in order to obtain in-depth and saturated data in a time effective manner.

As the population, the current study involved 668 full-time undergraduate students of an English Language Education Department in a respected private university in East Java, Indonesia. The online survey was distributed via Google Form, which link was shared to all students. The researcher initially identified and contacted all captains of each cohort in order to ask their help to share the invitation to complete the survey to their classmates. The composition of the respondents were 11% students of first year, 27% students of second year, 29% students of the third year, and 33% students of the fourth year and older. Considering the distribution, it is safe to argue that the survey result is generally representative towards the population understudied. As for the sample taken for the interview, cluster sampling technique was used as it was considered suitable for the purpose of the study. Invitation to interview was given to students of the four different academic year, and at the end of the data collection process, eight students representing the four academic years were interviewed.

The detail of the instruments used in this study were questionnaire and interview guide. The survey was developed taking into account the in-depth literature study about autonomous language learning Benson (2013) aligned with the specific aims of the study. The initial draft was made in English and sent to an expert for content and face validity purposes. However, initial piloting to two students resulted in the translation of the survey into Indonesian Language to better facilitate respondents’ understanding as they came from diverse English language proficiency levels. The Indonesian version of the survey was once again validated by an ELT expert before it was-pilot tested to 20 students. Analysis of the questionnaire’s internal reliability using Cronbach Alpha resulted in the coefficient of 0.812 for the learning strategy variable, and 0.785 for the expectation variable. Alluding to George & O'Malley's (2006) rule of thumb in reading Alpha coefficient, both are considered as good internal consistency.

The final version of the questionnaire consisted of three main sections; personal detail, general autonomous learning strategies, and expectations. The first section about personal detail asked respondents’ basic demographic information such as gender, academic year and English language proficiency level. The second section about general autonomous learning strategies comprised of 5 sub-sections with a total of 9 items with five-point Likert Scale of frequency. This section generally asked student respondents about the structure of their autonomous learning from goal setting, planning, finding resources, activities and evaluation. The third section about expectation comprised of two items with six-point Likert Scale of agreement. The second research instrument used was interview guide, which was loosely based on the research questions and the results of the survey data analysis. Indonesian language was once again used as the medium of communication during the interview in order to better facilitate the discussion and gain a more valid and in-depth insights about the answers that the students wrote in the survey and their opinions towards the general trends found in the survey data.

Once the data collected was considered sufficient, they were analyzed using descriptive statistics. Descriptive statistics was chosen as it facilitates understanding of general summary of certain population’s characteristics as well as more specific trends found in a survey data (Fink, 2013). The descriptive statistics used to analyze the survey results were that of frequency and central tendency to be more detailed. For the interview data, the transcripts were analyzed using content analysis in order to find common themes and concepts mentioned by the respondents. This was done by careful and repeated listening to the interview recording and reading of the transcripts to analyze, identify (code) and categorize recurring patterns in the respondents’ responses.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Strategies for Autonomous Language Learning

The exploration about the strategies that students used in conducting autonomous language learning in online settings was done by measuring how systematic their learning activities are. To do that, this study employed a survey which was developed based on an extensive review of literature. The systematic nature of students’ autonomous learning was observed from five aspects; general goal setting, specific planning, learning resource finding, execution, and evaluation. Each aspect was represented by several items in the questionnaire, measured using a five-point Likert Scale of frequency (1 means never to 5 means always). Figure 1 illustrates the general trends found in the survey data analysis.
The Systematic Nature of Students’ Autonomous Learning

Figure 1 suggests that the two highest mean belongs to resource finding and the actual execution of the autonomous learning activities. To be more specific, for resource finding the questionnaire asked the students if they found it easy to find online resources for specific target of autonomous language learning that they wanted. The obtained mean of 4.13 means that most respondents answered ‘always’ and ‘often’, showing the relative easiness of finding and accessing autonomous learning materials online. Next, for the actual execution of the learning, the students were asked to indicate if they thought it was easy to use online resources to learn English. This item yielded a weighted mean on 3.84 (see Table 1), meaning that generally students ‘often’ found no problem in using and understanding them. In addition, the execution was also measured using another item asking students if they were able to focus on doing a series of activity based on the specific language aspect that they wanted to learn, which mean was 3.68. This means that the student respondents generally reported frequent ability to do so.

Next, as can be seen in Figure 1, goal setting and evaluation has the lowest means—3.07 and 3.53 respectively, meaning that generally both items fall into the category of ‘sometimes.’ Goal setting represents the bigger goal in language acquisition. For this, the students were asked to indicate if they set general long-term goal(s) for their English language learning (e.g. TOEFL ITP score 500 by the end of the year), and whether they created sub-goals to achieve it (e.g. breaking it into monthly goals). Both items yielded the means of 2.97 and 3.16 respectively, which mean that many respondents answered ‘seldom’ and ‘sometimes’ for both statements. As for the evaluation, the students were asked to indicate if they assessed their own language learning in any way and whether they did any form of self-reflection to evaluate their learning gain. For both items, the means obtained were 3.49 and 3.57, meaning that quite many of them did the reflection but not so many of them did the assessment.

It is important to note that in the questionnaire, the goal setting is further broken down into specific planning, and that the planning is different from goal setting in terms of its relative closeness to the execution of the autonomous learning activities. The planning aspect yielded the grand mean of 3.58, which leans closer to ‘often’. In other words, more than half of the students reported frequently making plans, albeit short term. This can be further seen in the detail of the questionnaire items, in which many students reported that they frequently made plans about the specific language aspects that they wanted to learn before findings online learning materials (mean 3.67).

The data seems to suggest that many students tend to ‘just do it’ when it comes to autonomous language learning. Meanwhile, long-term goal setting and evaluation seemed to be regarded as optional. When clarified during interview, the students reported several reasons for not making goals and plans first, among others are to avoid the classroom-like feeling where it was considered too rigid and demanding. As for evaluation, some reasons for why students did not do that was also to avoid being too rigid and not knowing how to.

“Plans and evaluation make it feels too rigid, like learning in classroom settings, it feels demanding. I usually just watch or listen, or just read anything, as long as it’s in English, there must be some learning happening there.” – 12-PR

“Yeah, I think clear targets are important, but for me, ‘just do it’ feels better, haha.” 13-SY

“I like watching dramas, and when I come across unfamiliar vocabulary I usually make notes and then memorize them. But for evaluation, I don’t think I know how to do that.” 11-IS

Students’ Expectations for Online Autonomous Language Learning

At the end of the survey, students were asked about the expectations that they had for the teachers/lecturers or the educational institutions with regards to the potential support they may get. There were two items asking about this in the questionnaire, and students were to indicate if they wanted to know more about the strategies and the resources available to do online autonomous English language learning. Both items were measured using a six-point Likert Scale of agreement; 1 for totally disagree to 6 for totally agree. As seen in Table 2, the results of survey data analysis show that students expressed a very high expectation to receive assistance in both areas; the strategies and the resources to do online autonomous language learning. The means of both items are 5.30 and 5.24, which lean closer to agreement of both statements. In other words, students expected to be aided in conducting autonomous language learning, both in terms of resources and strategies to do effective learning to maximize their learning outcome.

Further exploration about this issue during interview confirmed that students were indeed showing a high interest in autonomous learning and that they expected real institutional supports. Analysis of interview data revealed that students seemed to emphasize the importance of tailoring institutional supports to the students’ personal interests. As such, mapping students’ interests became an important first step before designing and offering relevant supports for autonomous language learning.
“I think there should be some kind of mapping for students’ interests. For example, if students love playing games, then they can suggest some good games to support autonomous English language learning.” I2-PR

“Assign less structured assignments so that we can have more time for autonomous learning. It’s not that we don’t want to do assignments, but there should be a specific set of time for autonomous learning so that we can learn topics that are closer to our personal interests.” I1-OL

This section discusses some salient findings discovered in the study and their relevance with the current literature, as well as the implications of the study for language teachers and learners. First, as indicated previously, the general basis for the systematic strategy used to measure learners’ autonomous learning in online and informal settings used in this study was based on Benson (2013) suggestions. Basing his strategy on Holec’s seminal works, Benson proposed five stages in conducting systematic autonomous learning, they are setting the learning goals; making specific plans; deciding the methods of learning and materials used; executing the act of learning; and evaluating the learning. For this, the findings suggest that most learners understudied showed a general tendency to ‘just do it.’ This is shown by the high numbers of respondents who chose to find online learning sources and use them directly, without giving much consideration to the long term goal of learning.

Besides, the data also suggests that students prefer to override some aspects of autonomous learning activities due to several reasons, such as deliberate avoidance of non-classroom feeling. Structured learning indicated by meticulous goal planning and evaluation was categorized as too serious and belong to classroom learning, while informal out of class learning was supposed to be, as Lai & Gu (2011) suggested, less demanding, and personally relevant and encouraging. Sockett (2014) acknowledges that informal learning focuses on the utilization of resources which are not designed for educational purposes. In other words, the use of popular resources such as songs, online videos, movies or social media posts, could assist language learners in autonomous language learning. This is true even though they do not necessarily focus on the linguistic aspects when enjoying those resources, a phenomenon that Sockett refers to as online informal learning of English (OILE).

Previous studies have also suggested that goal setting and evaluation were two aspects that many learners considered to be the teachers’ responsibilities, albeit in autonomous learning contexts (Khotimah et al., 2019 and in Scheb-Buenner, 2019). In her study, Khotimah et al (2019) investigated the classroom-based independent learning activities of the third year secondary school students in East Java province, Indonesia, encompassing 10 schools. They found that the learners showed lower initiatives in doing the initiating (goal setting and planning) and evaluating aspects compared to the monitoring and execution aspects. In another setting involving an international college in Thailand university students and lecturers, Scheb-Buenner (2019) also found that identical results; low planning and evaluation by learners due to general perceptions that both aspects were lecturers’ areas. This phenomenon may be the result of years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Details of Students’ Autonomous Language Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspects</td>
<td>Statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal Setting</td>
<td>I have general goals to improve my English Language proficiency (e.g. TOEFL score of 500 or above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I divide my general goal into specific sub-goals that I can do in phases (e.g. this month I will focus on learning about Past Tense.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>I make due dates for each learning target, big and small, that I have.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I make plan first about what language aspect I want to focus on before finding materials online.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Finding</td>
<td>I find it easy to find online resources for independent English language learning that I want</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td>I focus on doing a series of relevant activity until I reach my specific English Language learning goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I find it easy to learn English using online resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>I assess my own English Language learning based on my specific goal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I do self-reflection to evaluate my independent English language learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>Students Expectations about Autonomous Language Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statements</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I want to know more about resources available for English independent learning</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I want to know more about strategies to do online English independent learning</td>
<td>5.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of institutionalized learning, where in school and university, students mostly learn based on the teachers’ meticulous arrangement. In other words, following the curriculum, teachers set the goal and plans of learning activities for the students, and do the evaluation after the learning activities was deemed sufficient. As a result, learners seem to show difficulty in breaking out of the institutionalized learning patterns, even in autonomous learning contexts as early adults. This aspect was also acknowledged by Genc (2015) who investigated the influence of personal factors towards the autonomous learning capacity of students and teachers in foreign language majors. He found that patent curriculum design has somehow ‘crippled’ students’ opportunity and ability to modify and rearrange it. It is worth noting that effective autonomous learning demands reflection as part of evaluation. As Reinders (2010) suggests, reflection is a crucial aspect of autonomous learning as it assists learners to be aware of their lacks and mistakes to improve their future performance.

Another finding of the current study worth highlighting is the learners’ high expectations concerning the support and assistance from teachers and institutions in the implementation of autonomous language learning. The expected supports involve the strategies and access to available resources for English language learning. Indeed, as Jafari et al (2017) found in their study investigating the advance and intermediate EFL learners’ perceptions and practices of autonomous learning, learners at both levels tend to hand over the strategy arrangement to the teachers. Furthermore, Lai (2015) also noted that teachers’ instruction and references regarding the learning resources influence learners’ autonomous learning ability as it reinforces their positive perceptions, enhancing the ability to access, and modelling the effective utilization of technology for autonomous language learning.

The current study and the previous relevant studies have consistently shown that learners’ autonomy in language learning are mostly lacking in longer term goal setting and evaluation, and mostly limited of short term planning, resource finding and execution. The lack of structure in learners’ autonomous learning may be influenced by years of learning in school as well as university in which the fixed curriculum has left the students mostly as followers especially in long term planning and evaluation aspects. As such, teachers and language institutions could consider offering a more flexible curriculum which leave some space for negotiating the specific goals that they want to attain and how they want to be evaluated. In this case, teachers’ intervention is also essential and expected. As stated by Xu (2015), although learners were the ‘key-holder’ of their learning, teachers’ role is also crucial in promoting learner’s autonomy. For example, learners could be given some options of specific language learning goals, and together with the teachers, they can design and arrange some learning activities—thus training them about autonomous learning strategies—and its evaluation. Such instructional design would train learners’ autonomy by sensitizing them with the systematic and effective stages in conducting autonomous learning, as well as in how to conduct and evaluate the progress.

CONCLUSION

This study has found that the autonomous learning strategy that learners use in online informal autonomous language learning was less systematic in that they lack in long term goal setting. The students tend to cut the process and jump to short term planning, learning resource locating and accessing, and learning execution. Further, they also reported low frequency in evaluation. The findings suggest that many learners did not set learning goals, and some did not even do any planning at the beginning as they tend to avoid classroom-like feeling when doing informal online language learning autonomously. As for the evaluation, learners showed low awareness of its importance in learning, especially in informal, out of class settings, and lack of ideas on how to evaluate their learning. In addition to the strategy, learners expressed high interests in conducting autonomous language learning, and expected that teachers and institutions provide supports in terms of strategy and access to relevant resources. Albeit done autonomously in out-of-class contexts, the findings of the current study reflect the classroom behavior where learners mostly depend to the teachers on the goal setting and evaluation, and did autonomous learning based on a short term interests. Therefore, a more flexible curriculum which allows some space of negotiation is offered to train students to conduct systematic and effective autonomous learning activities to support their language learning.

This study may be limited in terms of the number of respondents and geographical reach, but the insights gained could give an initial overview of how systematic English language learners are in their informal language learning in online settings. Further studies could focus on broadening the population and focusing on how to improve flexibility in curriculum development and implementation to better cater autonomy in formal language instructions.
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